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May Day is Labor Day
May 1st, or “May Day” is also a day to
honor labor in Germany. This month
we honor the White Worker everywhere
with an excerpt from a journal article
written in 1938 by Dr. Harlow J. Heneman, Professor of Political Science at the
University of Michigan (USA). The title
of the article is Labor Relations in National-Socialist Germany.
After Adolf Hitler became national chancellor at the end of January, 1933 little time
was lost in bringing the blessings of National Socialism to the German wageearning classes. The following May the
existing trade unions were largely liquidated, and the first of May was declared to be
a day which no longer would be utilized to
honor the international proletariat, but
would be made an occasion for the commemoration of German national labor in its
service for the Fatherland. A law of May
19, 1933, provided for the appointment by
the national chancellor of labor trustees
who were to serve as economic leaders
over the districts under their jurisdiction.

They were given full powers to maintain
industrial peace and to regulate detailed
phases of labor relations. Within a period
continued on page 3

Our Enemies
(Continued from TNO no. 200)

To the first point. Stalin managed over the
course of 20 years to make the folks of the Soviet Union ripe for the Bolshevik assault
against Europe and the world. He initially
sealed off the Soviet Union hermetically from
the rest of the world. No Bolshevik was allowed to learn of Germany’s economic and
cultural rise. He concealed his secret goals
with skill. He managed to direct the Bolshevik’s gaze from the horrible Soviet present into
a future painted in the most beautiful colors by
propaganda. Stalin awaked in the Bolsheviks
the faith in a paradise of the workers, which
was supposed to first come to realization in the
Soviet Union and later be carried by the Bolshevik fighters into the whole world. Russian
man was very susceptible to such ideas. Writers like Tolstoi and Dostojewksy, after all, had
already praised the Russian world mission and
Europe’s redemption through the Russian
world folk. With unbelievable deceit, Bolshevism referred to a similar kind of Messiahnism, and this is certainly not the final reason why the Bolsheviks today sacrifice themselves at the front for Stalin and the Bolshevik
idea.
Bolshevism cleverly managed to stir up the
yearnings of the folks of the Soviet Union.
“Bolshevism—so it went—was the guarantee
of genuine socialism, the liberation of the suppressed folks and classes, the creation of a paradise of the workers, freedom and human
rights.” With these theses, something in Russian man was addressed, which had long since
been formed in the community of the orthodox
(Greek-Catholic) church, namely the idea of
having to redeem the world (Slavophile doctrine). No wonder, if these deluded slogans
had its effect among the inhabitants of the Soviet Union, if many embraced Bolshevism and
wanted to follow it over the ruins of a world
into the much praised future.
To the second point. Bolshevism had to be
carried by the broadest possible Bolshevik intelligentsia stratum after one had eliminated in

9. How do we know that the Bolsheviks
want to conquer Europe and the world?
Lenin has again and again in his books called
for the conquest of Europe and the world. His
guidelines are firm elements of Bolshevism.
Stalin feels himself as executor of the Bolshevik doctrine. He stresses again and again the
validity of Lenin’s doctrine. Essence and
goal of Bolshevism are the same today as back
then, when Lenin wrote:
“Our goal is fixedly the achievement of
the domination of the world… To permanently shape the Bolshevik victory through
the total destruction of the once leading
states will encounter as little resistance as
this was the case in Russia. The rule of the
Soviets knows neither freedom nor justice.
This rule rests on oppression and destruction of every individual will. But we are the
masters. The oppression is entrusted to us.
Ruthlessness to the maximum is our duty.
In the fulfillment of this duty, unrestrained
cruelty is the highest service. Through complete tyranny—in whose service stands even
any treason, any breech of promise, even
the denial of the faintest shadow of justice—
we will reduce mankind to the final level of
equality, which alone makes man suitable to
become an easily controlled, uniform tool of
our power.”
Today nobody will doubt that Stalin endeavors to carry out this doctrine down to the detail!
10. How did Stalin win the folks of the Soviet Union for Bolshevism?
First, in that he painted a glorious future
through a deceitful propaganda to the people of the Soviet Union.
Second, in that he created the Bolshevik
human type through rigorous education
methods.

continued on page 4
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24,000,000 Germans were enrolled as his
followers.
The Labor Front was not merely an organization to facilitate the party's control
over employers. It performed numerous
functions for its members. Among the
more important of these was a legal-aid bureau with headquarters in Berlin and with
offices in each of the district bureaus of the
Labor Front. The legal-aid service was divided into two branches, one for employers
and one for employees. The personnel of
this service was to give legal advice to
members, to act as investigators and arbitrators in labor disputes, and to represent
members in court if necessary.
Closely associated with the Labor Front
and administered by it was the Kraft durch
Freude (“strength through joy”) organization. This movement made it possible for
persons of small means to enjoy educational and recreational facilities which might
ordinarily be inaccessible to them. Cruises
to foreign countries, holidays by the seaside, hiking trips, and excursions were arranged for those who belonged to the Labor
Front. Athletic grounds were built near
places of employment, library facilities
were made available for workers, concerts
were provided for, and touring theatrical
companies were sent to workers’ communities. According to Dr. Ley, within two
years approximately 52,700,000 persons
had attended the 142,000 entertainments
organized by the entertainment section. He
also said that in the same period more than
6,000,000 persons took advantage of the
travel facilities offered. These figures, if
accurate, indicate that the “strength through
joy” movement is not inactive.

May Day
of four months rapid strides along the road
to national-socialization of employeremployee relations had been made. The
early successes, as well as later progress,
were possible, according to Dr. Ley, the
head of the political organization of the
party, because the government followed a
policy based upon “a healthy combination
of freedom and compulsion.”
The leadership principle (Führerprinzip)
used in National Socialist political rule was
applied to the Labor Front as well. The
leader of the Labor Front was Dr. Ley, who
was also the head of the political organization of the National Socialist party. German employers and employees were his
followers. Membership in the Labor Front
was open to employers, as well as employees, who were Aryans and who were not
disqualified from citizenship. At the end of
1937 Dr. Ley was proud to announce that

You may read the text of the full article
here:
http://national-socialistworldview.blogspot.com/2014/03/anamerican-professor-looks-at-national.html

Italian vacation offered to German workers
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Our Enemies
the most brutal manner the Nordic leadership
stratum. Bolshevism saw a great task in the
creation of this stratum, for without it, it could
not undertake its program.
The Bolsheviks founded numerous schools,
from the university down to the elementary
school, Jews and proven Bolsheviks were the
directors and educators in these schools. The
Soviet Union’s schools—regardless of what
kind they were—were all subordinated to an
idea: they served as organ for the Bolshevization of the populace and as means to realize
Bolshevism down to the most extreme consequence.
“Without communism, we need no education”, that is the unconcealed tendency of Bolshevik education. Education and knowledge
thus come under a whole new light. “They are
not acknowledged as absolute values, rather
they are only the assigned the meaning, which
they have as means for the dissemination of
Bolshevik ideas.”
At the universities, a special chair was
founded for Marxism.
Every student—
whatever he wanted to study—had to participate in the course “Leninism”. Some 180 lectures and 80 seminary hours, in which one occupied oneself exclusively with Marxism,
opened every university education.
One
hence first studied Bolshevism for semesters, only then law, medicine or another
subject. That must give us thought, if we
want to solve the puzzle that Bolshevism presents to us.
The instruction in Bolshevism is the replacement for any arts activity. Nobody is given the
task to research truth and life’s meaning. In
the Soviet Union’s “Promised Land”, one
claims to have found and discovered in Bolshevism the final and highest knowledge of
mankind. The Soviet Union wants to bless
the world with this truth. But one must force
a world, which foolishly rebels against Bolshevism’s goal setting, to “its happiness” or destroy it. Those are the ideas, which shaped
Soviet man’s brain.
The folk expected great advantages for itself

Horst Mahler

Breaking News
After Horst Mahler delivered a moving
speech on January 19, 2017 (“We fight in order
to win”, see https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=SsEK0inc02A) the Superior Provincial Court
of Brandenburg revoked his probation for
“thought crimes”. Mahler was supposed to report to prison on April 19, 2017.
Earlier, namely before this court decision, he
had been declared unfit for imprisonment due
to his health and was allowed to be in the circle
of his family. His previous imprisonment and
resultant poor medical care had worsened his
health so much that his left lower leg had to be
amputated. If his wife had not been so persistent, he might have died in prison—which the
German government obviously was willing to
accept.
Horst Mahler has by his own account fled,
since this incarceration in view of his health
would be the same thing as a death sentence.
He will now seek asylum in a “sovereign state
ready to accept him”.
He has left behind a final video message:
https://youtu.be/VAMQfE-FOn4
Both videos are well worth watching!
We wish Horst Mahler the best and stand by
him!

continued on page 5
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The false doctrine of Bolshevism has been
so hammered into them that they believe in
the correctness of the idea with unerring
fanaticism. One lies to the Bolsheviks that
Soviet Russia in a Bolshevik paradise, but
Germany were a Nazi hell!

Our Enemies
from the Bolshevik’s system of education and
training. For Bolshevism took the exact opposite path than Czarist Russia, which saw in
education a great danger for the state. The
youth pounced on science with its whole
heart. Bolshevism cleverly managed to intercept and steer youth’s impulse.
In the long run, the Bolshevik idea alone did
not pacify, the wish for new ideas and nonpartisan literature became awake. But the Bolshevik rulers allowed the students no opportunity for free scientific research, rather continued to feed the restless with Bolshevik political science. The textbooks of all schools began with the glorification of the Soviet regime
and with hate-filled bespitting everything earlier and foreign. The scientific values were reversed, or more accurately: falsified. Subjects
like history and literature had to undergo an
especially horrible handling. The communist
tendency was woven like a red thread through
all of science.
One can read what one will in the Soviet Union, one always and everywhere encounters
Bolshevik ideas. It lies in the nature of the
thing, if Soviet man gradually harbored the
wish for another intellectual nourishment and
forced Bolshevism to concessions. At first,
Bolshevism resisted, then it gave in. Works of
world literature appeared, but naturally in
“Soviet editions”, which are all slanted toward
Bolshevism. Commentaries diligently lay out
the idea that all writers were pioneers for Bolshevism. They all write about peasants and
workers who downright scream for Bolshevism in order to be liberated from the crushing
servitude under landowners and capitalists.
All of mankind’s cultural history from the
Greeks onward appears in Bolshevik literature
as the development of Marxism, which has
finally found its realization in Russia and must
spread from there for the benefit of mankind.
Marx, Lenin, Stalin are great men at the end of
this development, who have made the liberation of all folks though Bolshevism their great
life task.

The Jews could hardly find a more willing
tool than Russian man. His European-Asiatic
nature could hardly serve him better. The
readiness for a modest life full of suffering and
deprivation and his naivety, but, on the other
hand, his Asiatic capacity for the cruelest brutality, had to seem to the Jew as if summoned
for his sinister plans. The “world blessing”
doctrine of Marxism could nowhere take root
quicker than in the Russian soul, which
yearned for redemption. And there could
hardly be a human being on this earth more
capable of being fanaticized, who with primitive stubbornness and thoughtless brutality
pursues the goal dangled before him.
One has for years now gone over to a
large-scale political and ideological schooling. With the greatest expenditure in means
and personnel, the Bolshevik soldiers are
politically schooled and ideologically educated. This belongs to the official tasks of
every military leader!
Precisely now in war, the schooling is carried out especially intensively. Up to eight
hours per week are spent in the units for this
important work! Leninism, Marxism and
Stalin’s ideas, in addition, Russian history, are
eagerly studied. Each unit has its special work
groups and the necessary libraries for this.
The regiments have a cleverly structured
school system, which is managed intensively
under the guidance of the commissars.
One proceeds psychologically very goal consciously with the schooling and thereby holds
the soldier under the idea’s spell with suggestive force. Every means is utilized for this. For
example, one does not say: “The enemy stands
there”, rather: “The Fascist stands there” or
“This Fascist machine-gun it to be taken out.”
The Red Army’s invincibility is pumped into
every soldier. The Soviet soldier’s selfawareness is especially elevated, aside from

11. Why do the Bolsheviks fight with the
greatest animosity?

continued on page 7
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Censorship and suppression are a
growing threat!
Censored
Books,
suppressed
books, banned books, and outlawed books need your help!
In some countries the government
outlaws books and imprisons authors, publishers, and book distributors.
In other countries private businesses give in to pressure and suppress book distribution. These
banned books might not disappear
altogether, but it becomes very
hard for the average person to
find them.
That is where this web-site enters
the picture. Censored-books.com
provides a central source location
and it strives for search engine optimization (SEO) both for itself as
a web-site and for the individual
book titles.
Publishers, authors, and private
individuals are urged to submit
listings for books that are outlawed, banned, censored, or otherwise suppressed. Note: There is
NO cost or obligation!
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Our Enemies

soldier! He fights for his Bolshevik idea

and his Soviet world paradise!
This is why the Bolshevik represents
such a dangerous threat to the whole occident. Many a European, yes, many an Anglo-Saxon would tremble inside, if he
wanted to recognize Bolshevism’s true
face.
The German soldier protects in heroic
struggle, like so often already in history,
the whole civilized world against Asiatic
subjugation!

that discipline is escalated to the most extreme.
With the thesis “folk under arms for the defense of the homeland”, Bolshevism’s true intention is veiled.
Furthermore, the schooling in patriotic dialectics takes place in the sense of imperialistic Bolshevism.
The pan-Slavic drive for expansion, Russian
man’ sense of mission is cleverly exploited for
colonizing, for the taking of earth.
It is noteworthy that 70-80% of the Bolshevik officers come from the Communist Party.
The hatred against National Socialism is incited to the most extreme. Its doctrine is portrayed as capitalist exploitation system.
Soviet Russia is designated as the land of the
highest achievements of cultural and civilizing
kind, the Russian folk as the culture-bearers of
the whole world. Art and science are characterized as Russian or Bolshevik in their origin.
Germany and the west are rotten and decayed.
The folks can be redeemed only through Bolshevism (exploitation of Russian man’s tendency to Messiahism). Furthermore, the old folks
have now perished. Now it is the turn of the
folk of the USSR to take over the rule over Europe. Soon there will no longer be a Europe, it
will be Soviet Russia!
The results of the political and ideological
education are the patriotic Bolshevik, who
fights with contempt for death in the greatest
readiness for action for his Soviet Russia and
the Bolshevik ideas in Stalin’s following. In
criminal manner, one has fanned his tendency
for atrocities into animalistic wildness.
One asks oneself again and again why the
Bolshevik soldier fights on even under the most
unfavorable conditions. The cause for this is
the Jewish-Bolshevik power of ideas and the
idea of the Soviet paradise and Soviet rule,
which one has inserted into the Bolshevik in
clever and resolute mental-psychological influencing.
The Russian army would have long collapsed,
if it had not been so persistently schooled politically and ideologically.
The Bolshevik soldier is an especially fanaticized, politically and ideologically schooled

12. What fate would the Bolsheviks prepare for our parents, siblings, our wife
and our children?
Our parents would at best keep their naked lives and be forced to compulsory service for the Bolsheviks. Our sisters and
wives would be violated and dishonored,
dragged off to Siberian and Northern Russia, if one did not simply let them starve to
death or liquidate them. Our children
would come into a communist community
education and would in a short time be
rotten in body and soul.
The legacy of our ancestors, our homeland, our sacred soil, our culture would be
deconsecrated and destroyed by Bolshevik
hordes, the modern Huns.
Now it should be proven whether what
was shaped in millennia of long struggle
and work by our ancestors should have
permanence or not.
Now it is about which worldview triumphs: The Jewish-Bolshevik evil spirit
[Ungeist] of materialism or the creative
worldview of Germanic idealism, National Socialism.
Nest issue: “England.”
(to be continued)
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Order Form
( ) Send me the items listed below. (Please include item number, description, and price.) Enclosed is my full payment of __________ . Drafts must be payable on a U.S. bank in U.S. currency. Add shipping/handling: Inside the
USA add 10%; elsewhere add 30%. [Note: We accept EURO banknotes, but not coins.]
( ) NS NEWS BULLETIN subscription for the next twelve issues. 30,00 Euro or US$30.00. [Please specify which
language edition you want!]
( ) Join! Become an “Official Supporter” of the NSDAP/AO. Minimum dues 5,00 Euro or US$5.00 per month.
Initial contribution 30,00 Euro or US$30.00 minimum. (An “Official Supporter” automatically receives the
NSDAP/AO newsletter in the language version of his choice at no extra charge.)
( ) Donation – YOUR support makes our work possible!

Item Number

Description

Price

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Subtotal ________________
Shipping/Handling (see above) ________________
Total ________________
Name ______________________________________________________________________________________
Street ______________________________________________________________________________________
City _______________________ State or Province _____________ Zip or Postal Code ____________________
Country ____________________________________________________________________________________
(Optional) Email Address / Telephone ____________________________________________________________

Make checks payable to: NSDAP/AO
Mail to:
NSDAP/AO
PO Box 6414
Lincoln NE 68506
USA
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